Keyline Vermont LLC Client Questionnaire

- How can I most be of service to you?/What specific aspects of your site would you like design input on?


Questions about Land Use

Crops/Production Goals
-What crop production areas do you have/want?  - woodlot, veggies, tree crops...
-How much of each crop would you like to produce?  - by volume or percent of annual need for home/business

Land Specs and Details
-Are site plans or drawings available? – property boundaries, building(s), septic, topo?

Livestock 
-Do you have/want livestock/pets? What kinds and how many of each? 
-What is your current approach to wildlife and pest management?

Legalities
-Are there any important features re: legal status for the property?  – boundary disputes, lack of survey, liens on property or rights of way issues? Is so, how might the above mentioned change in the future?

Site Specific Details
-What are the current and future desired uses of your property?
-What features, areas, and elements do you need/ want?
-Describe the indoor to outdoor connections and or patterns.  - views from windows, doors used most often and for what, food processing and storage flows, firewood flows...
-What do you like/dislike about front/rear/other yards/neighborhood?
-Are there examples of what you would like your landscape to look like?  - locally, nationally, or internationally...

Structures
-What structures currently exist on the property? Which structures are used the most and for what purpose(s)?

Utilities/Service/Delivery/Storage
-What utility, service, delivery, and storage needs do you currently utilize? 
Examples: laundry lines, recycling service and trash, firewood processing and storage, composting, lighting...

Who are you? Habits, Lifestyle and Feelings

Family
-How many family members are there now, ages and interests. Future growth of family?
-How often are you or your family members physically active? 
-Do you or anyone in your immediate family have allergies?
-Eating habits? Examples: vegetarian, vegan, meat...  Favorite foods: fruits, nuts, veggies, herbs, medicinals...



Habits
What are your daily, weekend and  seasonal routines as they relate to working and playing on the land?
-What special events, needs, and hobbies do you and your family have?



Feelings
-Why did you purchase the property? Do you intend to stay? How long?
-Describe your property in less than 30 words. 
-What does self-resiliency look like to you and your family?

Challenges

-Largest challenge(s) as is/are related to your landscape? Why?
Examples: time for labor and maintenance, land use issues with neighbors  and or the town

Opportunities

- Identify any opportunity or opportunities as are related to your landscape? Why?
Examples: intensive cropping, water utilization  
